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Abstract. Embedded computing is characterised by the limited availability of
computing resources. Further, embedded systems are often used in safety-critical
applications with real-time constraints. Thus, the software development has to
follow rigorous procedures to minimise the risk of system failures. However, be-
sides the inherent application complexities, there is also an increased technology-
based complexity due to the shift to concurrent programming of multi-core sys-
tems. For such systems it is quite challenging to develop safe and resource-
efficient systems.
In this paper we give a plea for the need of better software development tools
to cope with this challenge. For example, we outline how compilers can help to
simplify the writing of fault-tolerant and robust software, which keeps the appli-
cation code more compact, comprehensive, and maintainable. We take a rather
extreme stand by promoting a functional programming approach. This functional
programming paradigm reduces the complexity of program analysis and thus al-
lows for more efficient and powerful techniques. We will implement an almost
transparent support for robustness within the SAC research compiler, which ac-
cepts a C-like functional program as input. Compared to conventional approaches
in the field of automatic software-controlled resilience, our functional setting will
allow for lower overhead, making the approach interesting for embedded comput-
ing as well as for high-performance computing.
1 Introduction
In embedded computing it is important to have a high utilisation of resources, as re-
sources tend to be limited. Furthermore, in safety-critical computing it is quite impor-
tant to provide fault-tolerance for the most severe sources of faults. The classical term
of fault tolerance implies that one has to built a fault model for the faults to be toler-
ated [1]. However, with increasing system complexity it has come to the point where it
is very hard to identify the severe faults on a real physical system. As a result, the way
to deal with this situation is to make systems robust, basically by enriching them with
behaviour patterns that are believed to increase the likelihood of service-sustainability
of the system [2]. Actually, robustness is a term still in the beginning of its solid def-
inition, as it needs more research for behaviour patterns of a system that increase its
robustness.
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Besides inclusion of robustness into the system design, it is also mandatory to fol-
low a stringent engineering approach that minimises the risk of unintended system be-
haviour. For example, in the avionics domain the de-facto standard DO-178b [3] is
used and in the automotive domain there is currently an active development of the ISO
26262 [4] standard as a guide for development of embedded software.
With the increasing concurrency within systems, it is also important to improve soft-
ware development tools so provide a sufficient level of assistance to the developer. For
example, in future embedded computing we have the challenge of providing robustness
as well as efficient use of multi-core processors.
Our approach to tackle this problem is to develop a compiler that provides support
for software-controlled robustness on multi-core architectures. There has been a lot of
research in the area of compiler support for fault-recovery, especially in the field of
high-performance computing [5–7]. However, there are a lot of technical issues like the
overhead of checkpointing and the complexity of recovery.
Our approach is to use the functional programming paradigm, which simplifies
many of the issues of fault-recovery, as the state of a component can always be narrowed
down to the input data of this component, which allows for an efficient fine-grained re-
covery strategy. As a concrete compiler framework we use SAC (Single Assignment C),
which is a functional programming language that has a syntax quite close to ANSI C [8,
9]. SAC has a special strength on array data structures that allows a compiler to auto-
matically generate concurrent code for that. Technically, SAC compiles to ANSI C code
together with library calls to manage the concurrency. Thus, SAC is also a good choice
for portability to embedded platforms, even though it has been originally developed for
high-performance computing machines.
2 Robustness in Embedded Computing
Embedded systems are often used in a safety-critical environment where the correct
behaviour of the system is of utmost importance. To achieve dependability, the classic
approach is to enrich the system with mechanisms that allow to tolerate a set of explic-
itly described faults. The prerequisite to design fault-tolerant systems is the definition of
a fault model and the intended level of tolerance. Though quite useful as a design con-
cept, fault-tolerant computing is only as good as the level of realism of the fault model
is. For example, slightly-off-specification faults can be quite subtle and it is very hard
to completely prerecognize them [10]. With this realisation, the focus in dependable
computing is currently shifting from fault-tolerance to robustness, where the basic idea
of a system to be robust is to maintain an acceptable level of service despite various un-
expected perturbations [11, 2]. The origin of unexpected perturbations can be manifold,
as described by Obermaisser and Kopetz:
“Robustness comprises the provision of an acceptable level of service despite
the occurrence of transient and permanent hardware faults, design faults, im-
precise specifications, and accidental operational faults.” [12]
A robust system is expected to maintain operation but may reduce the level of ser-
vice during operation, even producing less accurate but still useful output. Robustness
is a system property that is inherently hard to evaluate, as it by definition deals with
unexpected perturbations. However, there are behaviour patterns that are believed to
make a system robust. Among these patterns are resilience, adaptability, recovery, re-
cursive restartability, repairability, anytime computation, or degeneracy [2]. Note that
these patterns are not strictly orthogonal, some of them even enforce other.
resilience is the system’s ability to compensate for a temporal degradation of the pro-
vided level of service.
adaptability is the system’s ability to change its behaviour, or internal or external
structure in order to compensate for perturbations or changing requirements.
recoverability is the system’s ability to detect and remove errors by restoring a correct
state of the affected component. Recoverability avoids the accumulation of errors
within the system state.
recursive restartability is the system’s ability to restart small parts of the system in-
dependently in order to remove any erroneous state in these parts after a transient
fault. A partial restart is expected to cause less delay and service disruption than a
full restart. The “recursiveness” comes from the subdivision of a system into sub-
systems, where a restart of a (sub)system will require to also restart all its nested
subsystems.
repairability is the system’s provision of an interface and mechanisms that allow to
repair a system after a transient or permanent fault has occurred. After the repair of
a system component, the system has to be able to reintegrate the component and its
providing services into the system.
anytime computation is an approximating implementation style where the system it-
eratively refines the result. The benefit of anytime computation is that the inter-
mediate result can be used as an approximation of the final result in case that the
system gets short on computational resources [13, 14].
degeneracy is the degree to which a part of the system can take over the functionality
of another part of the system. Degeneracy is different from redundancy, as redun-
dancy is meant to add extra resources for the provision of the same service, while
degeneracy focuses on the ability of changing the use of a resource by reusing it for
the provision of a different service.
In fact, above list of behaviour patterns is not meant to be exhaustive, nor does it
mean that a system has to implement all of them to be sufficiently robust, as it is always
a matter of application context to decide what level of robustness is sufficient. And of
course, it is impossible to implement an absolutely robust system that can withstand
whatever kind of perturbations will come.
3 Compiler Support for Robustness
In the following we discuss how development tools like a compiler can support the
system developer in developing robust concurrent applications.
There are certain robustness patterns that are best achieved by explicitly program-
ming them at the application level. For example, to deploy the anytime computation [13,
14] patterns one has to choose appropriate algorithms that are suitable for anytime com-
putation. Translating a program automatically into anytime computation has not been
done so far and it is also questionable whether an automatic translation would result
in efficient resource usage. Further, anytime computation is not meant to be applied for
individual instructions. Instead the whole algorithm should be trimmed to anytime com-
putation. Thus, anytime computation so far is not considered as a subject for compiler
support.
The adaptability pattern is also tightly linked to the concrete application semantics.
However, the adaptability behaviour is still somehow orthogonal to the logic operations
performed by the application. Thus, it would make sense to program adaptability be-
haviour in a coordination language like S-Net [15, 16]. We are currently working on
adding such support for robustness into the S-Net compiler. As some first results we
derived a specialised variant of S-Net, which is resource-boundable [17]. To perform
system adaptation it is first also necessary to be able to detect the errors to react on.
However, this does not necessarily have to be a reactive process. There exists also re-
search towards automatic proactive fault detection [18–20].
Resilience is an emerging behaviour pattern that is driven by others. For example,
resilience can be realised based on recovery. Given that the system state is saved on
some regular basis, whenever an error is detected a recovery can be evoked by restoring
the last saved correct system state [21, 22]. Depending on the type of fault and the sys-
tem architecture, it might be sufficient to restore the state only partially, which would be
more efficient than a global state restoration [23]. However, such a selective recovery is
more complex to realise. If there is a permanent fault, a reconfiguration might be neces-
sary for proceeding the operation. Till having finished the recovery process the system’s
level of service may temporarily degrade. The placement of checkpoint code and recov-
ery code can be controlled by the compiler, as it has a relatively rich knowledge about
the program code.
Whenever there is a faulty local state detected in part of the system, resilience might
be also achieved by restarting this part of the system, thus bringing it back to a correct
initial state. In general, restarting is a more simple technique than recovery as it does
not require to regularly store the system state for recovery. However, in complex cal-
culations a recovery might be more beneficial as a restart, as the restart will cause to
loose any intermediate result having been calculated so far by this part of the system.
The compiler support for recursive system restart is similar to the second part of system
recovery, the detection of erroneous states and their removal.
The Repairability pattern makes the overall design choices to achieve robustness
explicit. Accepting that it is not always possible to avoid all faults or to mask them,
one has to provide efficient solutions to regain a correct system state. A repair action
typically consists of the following actions [2]:
1. Error detection
2. Location of the erroneous part of the system
3. Analysis to direct the repair action
4. Repair action
5. Reintegration of the service
The specific repair action can be one of the already discussed measures like restart,
rollback, etc. It is important that the runtime system provides the support for the reinte-
gration of the repaired component. This reintegration might be an issue for the compiler
is case that the reintegration is done at the level of a runtime layer that is generated by
the compiler.
Degeneracy is an import design criterion of robustness, that also offers a potential
for strong benefit from compiler support. The compiler can generate the code of a ser-
vice implementation for different platforms such that the runtime system can migrate
a service to a different hardware component. In less resource-constrained systems the
recompilation for a different hardware itself may be also performed during runtime,
adding further flexibility to this robustness pattern.
4 Robustness in a Functional Setting
As detailed in the previous section, we consider recoverability, recursive restartability
and degeneracy as the key aspects of robustness that should be tackled, at least partially,
at the compiler level. All three of these require that a thread of execution can be stopped
and its state captured. In the context of recoverability, it suffices to store the state of
the entire system or application, commonly referred to as checkpointing, such that the
system can be resumed from there later. However, the main overhead in checkpointing
in modern systems stems from storing the associated state [21]. Therefore it is beneficial
to minimise the state that is to be stored. Rich type systems as they are commonly
found in functional programming languages can be of great value in this context. By
exploiting structural information on heap objects derived from their types, the size of
the checkpoint data can easily be reduced by up to 70% [22].
Rich type information becomes even more valuable in the context of recursive
restartability. Here, a global checkpoint does not suffice, as this would only allow to
restart the entire computation. Instead, checkpoints for each sub-computation need to
be generated and stored. Reducing checkpoint size is therefore even more important.
Another key aspect in this setting, however, is to compute the containment of a sub
computation, i.e., those parts of the global state that are required to restart the compu-
tation and those that are modified by the computation. Again, functional programming
languages have key advantages here. Due to their call-by-value semantics, which ensure
that arguments to functions are immutable, and explicit modelling of side-effects, con-
tainment of function state is well defined in a functional setting. Only the arguments to
a function are required to restart its computation and the function itself does not mod-
ify any global state. Therefore, support for reversing and repeating a computation in a
compiler for functional languages is simple to implement compared to the imperative
setting [24].
Lastly, rich type information and the strict containment of function state can be ex-
ploited in the context of degeneration, as well. A key requirement to be able to tolerate
the failure of a hardware component or subsystem is the ability to migrate the pro-
gram and its state from the failed component to another component of the system. In
today’s heterogeneous systems, this migration might involve, apart from capturing the
state, a conversion of the data. In weakly typed imperative settings like C, migrating
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Fig. 1. Overview of our approach to compiler based robustness versus classical approaches.
state across platforms requires sophisticated compiler support and involves significant
runtime costs [25]. The two key challenges involved, capturing the state of a compu-
tation and analysing the data-layout, are greatly simplified in a functional setting. We
have argued for the former before. The latter, data-layout analysis, is supported greatly
by the rich type annotations. It is common practise in functional languages to generate
boiler-plate code like serialisers and representation transformations automatically [26].
A general overview of our approach and the divide between programmer supported
tasks and compiler supported tasks in robust concurrent programming is given in Fig-
ure 1. In classical approaches, as shown on the left-hand side, the full responsibility
lies with the application programmer. In the source code the arithmetic programming
is typically mixed up with concurrency programming and, if needed, also robustness
programming. We shift the responsibility for concurrency and robustness, at least in
part, to the compiler, as shown on the right-hand side of Figure 1. We see concurrency
programming ideally as an implicit activity to simplify concerns, or even separate it
by using a coordination language like S-Net for it. Robustness programming should
also be kept separate from the algorithmic programming of the application. Robust-
ness programming would also fit quite will into the concept of a coordination language
like S-Net. Further, we see a significant contribution of robustness programming can be
done automatically by the compiler, with optional guidance by the developer.
4.1 SAC - Data-parallel Functional Programming
To investigate the techniques and key challenges in compiler support for robustness in
the setting of functional languages, we have chosen to use Single Assignment C [27, 8]
and its compiler1 as test environment.
1 The compiler is available for download from the project’s website at http://www.
sac-home.org
Single Assignment C, or SAC for short, is a first-order applicative functional pro-
gramming language designed initially with high-performance and high-productivity
programming in mind. It has a syntax similar to C, combined with a programming
model that resembles that of MATLAB.
The focus on high programmer productivity shows on two levels in SAC. Firstly,
SAC programs are specified using a rather high level of abstraction compared to clas-
sical high-performance languages in the imperative domain. To allow for this, we have
developed compiler technology that maps programs specified at high levels of abstrac-
tion to efficient low-level implementations on various architectures.
Secondly, those complexities of programming that do not contribute to the actual
algorithm design, i.e., memory management, concurrency and scheduling, are handled
implicitly by the compiler, as opposed to being done by the programmer like in most
other languages. This, on the one hand, simplifies program specification and reduces
the likelihood of programming errors. On the other hand, and even more importantly in
the context of compiler supported robustness, it gives the compiler full control over the
actual realisation of those aspects.
Although SAC was designed for large-scale high-performance applications, many
of its features prove beneficial in the embedded domain, as well. In large-scale high-
performance applications, efficient use of resources is of similar importance as in em-
bedded systems. For instance, the memory footprint needs to be minimised to ensure
that applications can run within existing resource bounds. Using deferred heap manage-
ment by means of garbage collection, which is predominantly used in functional pro-
gramming languages, therefore is not an option in SAC. To minimise memory usage,
frequent garbage collection phases would be required. Those, however, have a detri-
mental effect on program runtime. SAC therefore uses non-deferred heap management
via reference counting. Using reference counting, the size of the heap can be constantly
kept at a minimum without periodically disrupting program execution. Instead, refer-
ence counting operations are explicitly inserted throughout the program code, leading to
a predictable runtime cost. The latter property of reference counting, i.e., its predictable
runtime behaviour and cost, is also important in the context of real-time systems.
As mentioned before, functional programming languages in general use call-by-
value semantics, i.e., state is not shared across function boundaries but instead argu-
ments are copied. However, for performance reasons, this property is often weakened
in practise. For larger data-structures like arrays, where copying comes at a significant
runtime cost, references and mutable data-structures are used instead. This, however,
impedes static analyses and reasoning on programs. In SAC, all data-structures are im-
mutable on the language level. Thus, once defined, their value cannot change regardless
of the context they are passed into. Updating a value, at least conceptually, always pro-
duces a fresh copy. This rather rigorous setting allows us to apply advanced program
rewriting techniques. Even more importantly, it gives the SAC compiler ultimate free-
dom to place objects in memory, distribute them and schedule their computation, as
different threads of computation cannot share state but merely values. Of course, to
achieve good runtime performance, at runtime mutable objects are used. However, the
important distinction here is that these are introduced by the compiler as opposed to by
the programmer.
Finally, the last feature that is of particular importance in the context of compiler
support for robustness is the implicit nature of concurrency in SAC. By design, SAC
puts forward a programming model that supports the programmer in expressing algo-
rithms such that they naturally contain implicitly parallel operations. These are then
mapped by the SAC compiler to the concurrency resources of the target platform. The
mapping thereby can make use from large degrees of freedom, allowing the compiler to
compute a range of schedules, from fully sequential to fine-grained massively parallel
execution. Combined with the platform independent nature of SAC, this allows us to
generate code for a range of systems from standard platforms like symmetric multi-
processors to very restricted targets like GPGPUs.
4.2 Support for Robustness with SAC
Our roadmap for adding robustness support to the SAC research compiler currently lists
three major sub projects. Firstly, we will explore different fault detection techniques
like software-based replication [6] and timeout-based failure detection. For the former,
we are particularly interested to find what advantages a functional setting offers with
respect to replicated execution. Apart from the simplified separation of state, we expect
easier code generation for checking the validity of states in a coarser grained fashion.
Supplying interfaces to the underlying operating system and hardware to cater for
proactive fault detection would be an interesting addition here. However, we do not
expect an advantage from the functional setting in this case and will thus leave this as
an optional future addition.
With this concept we hope to address single-event upsets as well as permanent local
faults of hardware components. However, a thorough investigation of possible fault
sources and techniques how to detect or tolerate them is another crucial component of
this step.
Once we have the techniques in place to detect faults, a next step will be to adapt
code generation such that faults can be tolerated and program execution can recover. In
this setting, we plan to focus on adapting the scheduling of concurrent tasks in SAC to
a robust setting. As SAC features fully implicit memory management and concurrency,
we have a tight grip on the actual implementation of these by the compiler. Other than in
C, for instance, where the communication pattern and scheduling is usually hard-wired
using POSIX threads or MPI, in SAC the compiler has more freedom. If the failure
of one computation is detected, the computation can be restarted. Here, the functional
nature of SAC and the use of immutable data structures in SAC turns out to be very
beneficial. By using our existing liveness analysis for reference counting, we can easily
detect the active heap objects that take part in a computation. Furthermore, functions
and parallel operations seem to be a natural guide for the granularity of recovery. As
found previously in the context of ZPL [28], checkpoints are best placed in between
parallel sections of execution. These optimal code positions are easily identifiable in
SAC. Other than the previous work, however, in SAC we will implement recovery using
a much finer granularity. Due to the side-effect free nature of parallel computations in
SAC, we are able to restart each thread of computation and recover on the level of partial
results. For this, we borrow techniques originally developed in the setting of software
transactual memory for functional languages [29].
Lastly, we will investigate support for degeneracy in the SAC compiler. Our cur-
rent compiler already features many of the required techniques. For instance, due to
the high-level nature of SAC, we are able to generate code for a variety of platforms
from a single source specification. Thus, we can support truly portable migration by
using the compiler alone. As an example, consider a setup with a legacy computing
node equipped with a special purpose co-processor like a GPU. Initially, we would
emit code for the special purpose processor to maximise throughput and reduce energy
costs. However, if such processor fails, we could automatically fall back to a generic
implementation on the legacy node.
We are currently extending this approach to runtime adaptive codes [30]. The idea
here is to recompile the program at runtime to adapt to a changing environment. Our
current implementation focuses on adapting to changes in the input data, however this
could be extended to fault-tolerance scenarios, as well.
5 Discussion
One might wonder whether the functional paradigm has any potential impact in the field
of embedded computing. But, for example, with the programming language HUME
there exist already well-suited functional programming environments for the embedded
domain [31–33]. Furthermore, in safety-critical computing, people use code guidelines
like MISRA [34] in the automotive domain, that provide rules that restrict conventional
imperative programming languages almost to functional programming patterns. Thus,
whenever it comes to safety-critical systems, the functional computing paradigm has a
realistic impact potential.
The approach presented so far just highlights the potential for software-controlled
robustness. However, we have already identified some special benefits of deploying a
functional setting for software-controlled robustness. Exploiting the rich static knowl-
edge about resource usage and the structure of a system’s state, combined with the side-
effect free nature of computation in the functional setting, has the potential to find more
simple and efficient solutions as have been developed so far for conventional imperative
programming paradigms.
We think that increased tool support for software-controlled robustness and multi-
core deployment will become essential for the development of future embedded appli-
cations in the avionic and automotive domain. With the current rather inflexible devel-
opment approaches it will become increasingly challenging to maintain efficiency and
robust behaviour for future development platforms.
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